
Staking   a claim
2 For decades Baume & Mercier had a 

reputation as a brand that provided 

decent, yet not particularly mind-blowing, 

entry-level, luxury timepieces. But the 

launch of the limited edition William 

Baume Collection in 2008 sought to 

remind the world of the company’s 19th-

century origins and heritage through 

excellent horological craftsmanship, 

combining iconic models with traditional 

complication movements.

Josh Sims

The Collection’s namesake 
Mr William Baume.
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When, last year, Baume & Mercier launched 

its surprising William Baume line – a tight, 

three-piece collection of top-flight small 

edition pieces – a quizzical reaction may 

not have been an unfair one. What is this 

solid but unsexy Swiss company doing 

producing such technically bold pieces as 

a tourbillon with guilloche decorated dial, 

in an edition of just 10? Or a retrograde 

seconds movement in a red gold case?  

Or, at just 5.8 mm deep, an ultra-thin  

model? Was this little more than a clever 

branding exercise? The truth, as ever, is a 

little more complex.

“There are so many watch brands around 

now, it can get very confusing. Consumers 

are bombarded with fashion brands, or 

seeming complications at low prices. And 

to speak about authenticity is no easy 

task when it seems just about everybody 

is making some claim to that – even those 

new brands that try to present themselves 

as old institutions,” says Jean-Christophe 

Sabatier, Baume & Mercier’s refreshingly 

honest head of marketing. “But the fact 

is that people do tend to forget Baume 

& Mercier’s history – that we are one of 

the old companies and that we’ve created  

some important pieces in our time. We’ve 

been working on core products for so long 

we’ve forgotten to talk about who and 

what we are.”

Indeed, for those who characterise Baume 

& Mercier as some kind of initiation brand 

into the world of luxury watches, making 

the kind of pieces one might receive on a 

wedding day or to mark a special occasion 

– and put those words in quotes and you 

have Sabatier’s opinion too – the idea that 

it may have a much richer past may well be 

a revelation. It was, after all, back in 1830 

that the Baume brothers founded their 

watchmaking business in the Jura village of 

Les Bois – and that makes it one of Swiss 

watchmaking’s older companies. 

Over the next decades it made award-

winning tourbillons, minute repeaters and 

perpetual calendars and for ten consecutive 

years from 1892 held the Kew Observatory 

record for absolute precision. In 1918 

William Baume, the company’s creative 

head, was joined by business brain Paul 

Mercier, and by 1921, having relocated, 

they had been granted the Poinçon de 

Genève. That ultra-slim model? It is actually 

something of a brand signature, the first 

being made by Baume & Mercier in the 

1920s, with a benchmark calendar version 

in 1965. In other words, the company has 

Staking   a claim
Above and Facing 
page: The Baume  
& Mercier tourbillon 
pocket watch 
dated 1892 that 
set an absolute 
precision record at 
the chronometry 
competition held in 
Kew Observatory and 
was acclaimed as the 
most accurate watch 
of its time. The piece 
was the inspiration 
for the William Baume 
Collection back in 
2005. 
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paid its dues. It just wanted to put out a small 

reminder of that fact. 

A subtle reminder
But what form should that reminder take? Baume 

& Mercier launched its William Baume Collection 

project in late 2005 after buying a Baume 

tourbillon chronograph pocket-watch dating back 

to 1892. The initial idea was to produce just 

one celebratory wristwatch equivalent, with no 

constraints on price. “But then we decided that a 

tourbillon is not the best achievement that any 

watchmaker might propose – there’s a fashionable 

idea that it is, but we don’t much like it. Tourbillons 

can be seen as a bit of a gimmick so almost 

inevitably other pieces grew out of the one we 

did,” says Sabatier. “For us everything that’s around 

the movement is just as important. Once the look 

was decided, everything else came together in a 

matter of months.” 

This year’s collection encompassed, at just 6.2 mm 

deep, another ultra-thin style; a further retrograde 

seconds model; a flying tourbillon with 52-hour 

power reserve; and a single push-piece chronometer 

– Baume & Mercier first made one of those back 

in 1937 and it had a telemeter too. Even the fact 

that a recession has rumbled on has not dissuaded 

Baume & Mercier to put such launches on hold. 

Ironically, economic woes seem to have underlined 

their message: with more consumers seeking out 

heritage brands whose many years seem to less 

suggest dustiness as provide the reassurance of 

dependability, the William Baume Collection has 

prompted a timely reappraisal of the Baume & 

Mercier name. It is all the more important when new 

markets for high-end watches, such as India and 

China, are coming online with customers who may 

not have any knowledge of a company’s past.

“Each year’s collection offers some proof at a time 

when it is hard to see which brands are coming 

from where,” says Sabatier. “They have been well-

received. Connoisseurs of the brand, for example, 

seem happy that we’re speaking up more. We’re 

not trying to say that we are Patek Philippe. The 

Collection just offers an interesting movement and 

a simple design proposition at a nice price.”

Certainly, while the pieces are set to appeal to 

connoisseurs and collectors – not, Sabatier concedes, 

your typical Baume & Mercier customer  – they are 

not simply an homage to complex movements. They 

are just as much expressions of style. Indeed, the 

2009’s William Baume 
Retrograde Second watch 
divides time in two: with 
its 30 second flyback hand, 
the arc of which pushes 
into the chapter ring.

Based on a 1965 Baume & Mercier piece that caused a sensation with the thinnest  
self-winding calendar watch of its era, the William Baume Ultra-Thin has a 6.2 mm 
profile with an open caseback that reveals the mechanical hand-wound movement. 
Limited to 179 pieces.
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key issue in getting the project off the ground at 

all was establishing the right aesthetic – “one that 

had a touch of the past but was also contemporary, 

which is pretty difficult to do,” explains Alexander 

Peraldi, Baume & Mercier’s head of design, ex of 

Cartier and, before that, of carmaker Peugeot. An art 

deco mode was selected because, it was believed, 

the purist style has longevity without ever having 

to go to extremes to sustain interest. And, thanks 

to Baume & Mercier having an in-house design 

team, the development of both inner workings and 

outer shell progressed in tandem.

“A lot of watch companies now work with external 

designers, but that’s a risk. It means you can’t 

make all of the elements work together – be that 

understanding the needs of your market or the 

design and technical teams sharing ideas every 

day,” says Peraldi. “Sure, going external can lead to 

more creative designs at first, but building those 

into a brand is another matter. 

“The separation creates problems: I remember 

a situation at Peugeot with two teams – one 

working on the interior of a new car, another on 

the exterior. After several months of work we 

realised that the two didn’t match up at all and 

had to rethink the whole car. Even with a specialist 

collection like William Baume, to get the best 

compromise between quality, price and design you 

have to have integrated teams.”

Small wonder then that, while wheels and cogs 

alone may excite particular watch fans, they do 

not do much for the people at Baume & Mercier. 

The William Baume collection for 2010 – an 

annual selection of limited run numbered pieces 

is on the cards for the foreseeable future – is an 

apt illustration of this. It will include a jumping 

hour piece, “because,” says Peraldi, “it’s 

a movement that expresses a certain 

technical know how in watchmaking but 

also gives the design studio something 

to work with.” In other words, it is not 

just another tourbillon hidden away inside 

another case. “With the jumping hour 

movement something also happens on the 

dial,” adds Peraldi. “And I think that makes it more 

interesting for everyone.”  8

Further information:  www.baume-et-mercier.com

Below and right: The Flying 
Tourbillon. Contrary to a  
classic tourbillon, which  
is held by upper and  
lower bridges, the flying 
tourbillon is secured  
only from below, thus 
affording free views of  
its spectacular spinning 
motion. Limited edition  
of 10 pieces.

The 2009 Single Push-Piece Chronograph. This newcomer to the Collection is 
based on a wristwatch with a single push-piece chronograph function introduced 
by Baume & Mercier in 1938. Limited edition of 20 pieces.
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